
further addition of a little oxide of cobalt produced 
the blue color of the sapphire. These artificial gems, 
however, were laminated, friable, and of little value as 
jewels. 

In a second series of researches Frlimy and Verneuil 
crystallized alumina at a very high temperature by a 
process in which potash and barium fiuoride were 
employed. By skillful manipulation and by maintain
ing a circulation of air in the crucible, they succeeded 
in producing magnificent rhombohedral crystals, as 
transparent and brilliant as natural rubies and thick 
enough to be cut in the rose form. But these crystals 
were still too small to be employed to advantage in 
jewelry. 

Several chemists conceived the idea of increasing the 
size of Frlimy's rubies by a process of "feeding" 
analogous to Leblanc's process of increasing the size 
of soluble crystals by keeping them in the mother 
liquor, from which additional matter is slowly de
posited 0.1 them. With rubies the. process was con
ducted, necessarily, in the dry way, the matter being 
in the fused state and the temperature between 2,700 
and 3,300 deg. F. But the operation proved less simple 
in practice than in theory. 

The first "reconstructed" rubies appeared on the 
market in the early eighties. They were made by 
fusing ruby chips together, and their artificial chara�
ter was easily detected by experts. Yet they had a 
brilliant appearance and sold for $20 or $30 per carat, 
although they crumbled when they were cut. Large 
rubies of a cloudy and unsalable character were ob
tained soon afterward by the chemist Maiche. Mean
while the inventor of the "reconstructed" rubies, a 

Swiss engineer named Michaud,· had been compelled 
by lack of money to sell his secret to a foreign resi
dent of Paris, who sold it in turn to a number of other 
persons, several of whom formed a company which soon 
failed. Then some men who had been employed in 
the work undertook to carry on the manufacture ·of 
rubies by the process, which· had become public prop
erty and which was conducted substantially as fol
lows: 

The first small ruby, or nucleus,. was placed in a 
platinum crucible, which was fixed at the center of a 
rotating disk and exposed to the flame of an oxy-

}'lg. 1. --Electrically operated trollfly-repalring . 
automobile in set·vice. 
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which is to produce the red color of the ruby. The 
mixture is rubbed through a very fine sieve by means 
of two stirrer blades driven by a small motor (Fig. 1). 
The sifted powder is then melted by blowpipes con
suming illuminating gas (Fig. 2). 
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Paquier's appar- atus, which is 
shown in the .Fig. G.-Diagram a c c ompanying 
diagram (Fig. of apparatus 1'or 6). The calcin-
ed powder, COIi- making rubies.· sisting of alum-
ina with a little oxide of chrom-
ium, is placed in a littt.3 sheet-brass. hopper (A), the bot' 
tom of which is made of wire gauze of sufficiently fine 
mesh to retain all particles large enough to obstruct the 
orifice of the blowllipe beneath. This hopper is suspend
ed by a rod in a chamber (B), which is really an en
largement of the oxygen tube. The lower part of the 
chamber is drawn out into a slender tube, which ends 
in a fine jet. Oxygen is admitted at O. The oxygen tube 
is surroundep. by the coal gas tube, to which gas is ad
mitted at E. The fiow of gas is regulated to produce a 
temperature of from 3,300 to 3,600 deg. F. A little 
hammer, operated by an electromagnet, falls at regular 
intervals on the top of the rod which supports the 
hopper, and each blow causes a little of the powder to 
sift through the gauze bottom. 

- Thus the powder is thrown, a little at a time, into 
the current of oxygen which comes into the fiame, 
where it is transformed into liquid drops. Some of 
these drops fall on a little platinum dish attached to 
the top of a rod (K) and inclosed in a box of fire-clay 
(F) to prevent too ·rapid loss of heat. The box is pro
v!ded with an opening through which the formation of 
the ruby on the platinum dish can be observed. The· 
dish can be moved in any direction by three screws, 
at right angles to each other, of which only the vertical 
screw (V) is shown in the diagram. 

hydrogen blowpipe, producing a temperature of 
3,300 deg. F. Minute ruby chips were then 
brought, one by one, with pincers, into con
tact with the incandescent nucleus, and the 
process was continued until the mass had 
attained the desired size. The chips became 

Fig 2.-The trolley-repairing 
truck ready to start. 

welded together and formed a mass sufficiently com
pact and homogeneous to allow of cutting. The work 
required great skill and the partially amalgamated 
crystals often cracked in cooling. At first the recon
stituted rubies, uncut, sold for $2.40 pet carat. About 
a thousand carats daily were m(l.hufadured. in Paris 
and exported to Germany and America, and even to 
India, whence they sometimes returned, mixed with 
natural rubies. Competition gradually lowered the 
price to 6 cents per carat. 

Each drop, as it falls on 
the dish, unites with the 
solid mass formed by pre
ceding drops, and thus the 
ruby increases in size and 
assumes the form of a p·ear 
resting on its stem. 
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Paquier's "scientific rubies" are physically, chem
ically, and optically identical with natural rubies. 
Both frequently contain microscopic air bubbles, which 
are called "frogs" by jewelers and "inclusions" by 
mineralogists, and which are spherical in the artificial 
rubies, but of various shapes in the natural gems. 
Moreover, the.planes of crystallization characteristic of 
the natural ruby are not always discernible in the 
"scientific" ruby. But these slight differences are some
times lacking. The eminent geologist Lacroix has ex
pressed the opinion that it is impossible to decide with 
absolute certainty whether a ruby �f fine color and 
free from inclusions is of natural or of artificial origin. 
On the other hand, Pinier, one of the leading gem 
experts of Paris, asserts that an artificial ruby can 
always be distinguished from a natural ruby. 

Artificial sapphires are made by M. Louis Paris, by a 
process which was described in the SCIENTIFIC AMP-RI
CAN of December 17th, 1908, and which differs from the 
ruby process chiefiy in the substitution of cobalt for 
chromium and the addition of lime in order to pre
vent the separation Of the cobalt. These sapphires 
are not as perfect copies of nature as the rubies here 
described. Even in chemical composition, density, and 
hardness they are not quite identical with natural 
sapphires, and in physical and optical characters they 
differ umrilstakably from the latter. In short, they 
consist of col-ored alumina, Dieitti"<l and solidified, but 
n:ot crystailized, and! their a�tHfCiai origin can be de
tected 'very ·easily. 

..... .. 

AN AUTOMOBILE TROLLEY-REPAIR TRUCK. 
- llY DR. ALFRED 'GRADENWITZ. 

The ability of the automobile to travel quickly 
llaturally led to its use by the fire departments of the 
more prominent cities of the world.· Its -success in 
this field· has further led to its adoption by some street 
railway companies as a repair vehicle. Inasmuch as 

most of the street railways of the world are now oper
ated by electricity, it was but natural that the electric
automobile should have been selected. The cost of 
charging the batteries involves no great outlay on the 
part of the company with an elaborate power plant at 
its disposal, and the vehicles themselves are so simple 
in construction that they can be operated by any _ of 
the mechanically trained employees of a railway coI:ri� 
pany. 

The conditions which require immediate repair of-s 
live wire· are not unlike those which demand speed on 
the part of the fire automobile. Until the damage is 
repaired the cars are often .stalled. 

In the accompanying illustrations ·we present views 
of the eiectric trucks designed by theSiemens-Schuck
erf Company for street railway repaIi-. In Fig. 1. an 
alectricaiIy propelled power car is illustrated which 

consists of it. substantial frame which can be 
moved lip and down by it. crank. The fraine is 
mounte.d on a base s6.Btable that even when round
ing curves there. is no tendency to side swaying. 
On the fraine It platform is mounted on a turn 

--

The "scientific" rubies have suffered a similar de
preciation. These gems first appeared in commerce in 
1901. They were made, and are still made by Paquier, 
Disclyn, and others, by the improved Verneuil process 
described below. 

Each blowpipe produces 
about 10 carats per hour, 
and one operator can at
tend to ten 6� tweive bl�w
pipes. Pear-shaped rubies 
weighing 80 carats can be 
obtained. 

Fig. 3.-A special form of tower fbr repairing trolley w1res� 

in the first place, calcined alum is mixed with a 
small quantity of a salt of chromium, the fl,Hlction of 

The best reconstructed rubles were made by fusing minute 
rubies of inferior quality together with quartz crystal. The 
secret of the process was lost on the dea'th of the inventor, a 

Swiss priest, who delivered the uncut ruhies to a iapidary of 

Gt'neva. Thpse rubies reacbed Amp)'!rn in 1880. Some were 
very inferior, but others soli! as high nR !f:l ()() per carata",l 
wPJ'p-nnfl art-�ns hl'illinnt UR tll(\' fin(\!':.t HlIl'mpR� rl1hif'R. A 

f('\\' of them ar(,' still to be found in the possess ion of dealers 

and connoisseurs. 

AN AUTOMOBILE TROLLEY-REPAIR TRUCK. 

After the rubies have cooled they are split length
wise, so that each furnishes two cut rubies. The loss 
in cutting amounts to .three-quarters of the original 
weight, or three times· the weight of the cut stones. -
The crude pear-shaped rubies are worth about �% cents 
per carat; the cui:: gems about 40 cents per carat. 

The cutting, so called, and the polishing are per' 
formed by cementing the stone to a rod and pressing 
it ·on a revolving wheel of copper or bronze covered 
with abrasive powder of various degrees of fil1eJ1P.ss, the 
final polishing being done with tripoli and water .. 

table of considerable radius. The lowermost leve� rpf 
the platform is eleveii feet and the uppermost fift:e�n 
feet from the· ground; The .platform is rea.ched� by 
means Of a ladder, W1thin the frame, spare parts hlld 
'wreckIng toois can be carried. The seating capac\ty 
is two men beside;; the _�river. 

_ _ : 
Tbe electrically propelled truck pictured in Figs: 2 

and 3 differs from that just described. Instead of a 
tower, a large collapsible-ladder i's canied. which. when 
extended, . rises sixteen feet ahove the ground. This 
ladder is readily set up and folded. 
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